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Congress today gave final approval to the Fiscal-Year (FY) 2014 Omnibus Appropriations bill, 
which President Obama will sign into law in the coming days.  This agreement is generally positive 
news from a higher education perspective as it represents the culmination of more than a year of 
budget battles that had put federal research and student aid funds greatly at risk.  It also reflects the 
broader agreement last month to eliminate the federal sequestration process for the next two years, 
which had threatened a second round of automatic budget cuts to most domestic spending 
accounts, including research and student aid.  In the end, some agencies – such as the Department 
of Energy Office of Science and NASA Science received an increase over their pre-sequestration 
FY13 levels, and some other agencies – such as the National Institutes of Health and the National 
Science Foundation – were funded below their FY13 pre-sequestration levels.  However, without 
this FY14 agreement, each of these agencies would have received another round of budget cuts this 
year. 
 
Below is a brief summary of programs and key provisions important to research universities. 
 
Student Aid and Higher Education Initiatives 
 
Pell Grants:  The Pell Grant maximum award will be increased by $85, as had been scheduled, to 
$5,730 (from the current level of $5,645) for the upcoming academic year starting in the fall of 2014. 
 
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG):  SEOG grants will be restored to their 
pre-sequestration FY2013 funding level of $733 million. 
 
Federal Work Study (FWS):  FWS grants will be restored to their pre-sequestration FY2013 
funding level of $975 million. 
 
Teacher Quality Partnership Grants (TQP):  The sequestration cuts to TQP grants were not 
restored, so funding will remain at $40 million.   
 
The Administration’s First in the World Grant Program:  Funded at $75 million, this will 
support grants to institutions that provide innovative approaches to college affordability and 
completion.   
 
Race to the Top (RTT):  The agreement provides $250 million for RTT, requiring that funding be 
used for competitive awards to states for Pre-K and early childhood education programs for low-
and moderate-income children.   
 
Higher Education Study on Regulations:  $1 million is included to fund a study requested by 
Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN) to research the effect of federal regulations and reporting 



requirements on colleges and universities – and provide recommendations to consolidate, streamline 
and eliminate redundant and burdensome regulations.   
 
Study on Pell Grant Recipients:  The Department of Education will be required to conduct a 
study on enrollment, graduation and default rates for Pell Grant recipients.   
 
Research Agencies 
 
National Institutes of Health (NIH):  NIH will receive $29.9 billion, $1 billion increase over 
current post-sequestration FY2013 levels, but $714 million less that what the agency was due to 
receive before the sequestration cuts went into effect last March.   
 
National Science Foundation (NSF):  The NSF will receive $7.17 billion, a $288 million (4 
percent) increase over current post-sequestration FY13 levels.  Also, the bill removes an existing 
NSF ban restricting support for political science research grants.   
 
Department of Energy Office of Science:  The DOE Office of Science will receive $5.07 billion, 
a $450 million (9.7 percent) increase over current post-sequestration FY13 levels. 
 
Department of Defense Research (6.1 & 6.2):  Overall, research and development at the DOD 
will be cut from the FY13 post-sequester levels, but basic (6.1) and applied (6.2) research will receive 
an increase.  DOD 6.1 basic research will receive $2.167 billion, or $64 billion above the FY13 post-
sequester level. 
 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH):  The NEH will be level funded at $146 
million compared to FY13 post-sequestration levels.    
 
Department of Education’s Institute for Education Sciences (IES):  The IES Research, 
Development and Dissemination account will be level funded at the FY13 post-sequestration 
amount of $179.86 million. 
 
Title VII and VIII Health Professions and Nursing:  Title VII and VIII Health Professions 
(Dental and Nursing) will receive $469 million, a $31 million (6.4 percent) increase over current 
FY13 post-sequestration levels.   
 
NASA Science:  NASA’s science programs will receive $5.15 billion, a $37 million (7.7 percent) 
increase over current post-sequestration FY13 levels.   
 
The Office of Government & Community Affairs will continue to update you on federal budget 
issues.  If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Steve Heuer, Director of Government 
Relations at 202-654-8329 or at steve.heuer@nyu.edu.  
 
For more information: 
 
Politico, “House Approves Bipartisan Spending Bill” 
 
Science Insider, “U.S. Science Agencies Get Some Relief in 2014 Budget” 
 
New America Foundation, “Fiscal Year 2014 Appropriations Bill Restores Some Funding, Brings 
Some Surprises” 


